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Executive Summary 
Fouling of ion-exchange membranes (IEMs) is a main drawback in using 

electrodialysis (ED) technology for water and wastewater treatment because it affects the 
performance of the desalination system, increases energy consumption, and shortens 
membrane lifetime. In this study, we aimed to enhance the fouling resistance of IEMs by 
surface modification of Ionics membranes manufactured by Suez Water. The 
modification was conducted by dipping membranes in freshly prepared polymer solutions 
in combination with TiO2 nanoparticles or graphene oxide (GO) nanosheets. The 
antifouling propensities of the modified membranes were evaluated by circulating E. coli 
solution in coupon cells for 48-hour duration. Biofouling characterization was done by 
staining sample membranes with SYTO 9 and Texas Red, and then analyzing samples 
using a confocal laser scanning electron microscopy (CLSM). Contact angle 
measurements were taken to determine the impact of the modification on the 
hydrophilicity of membrane surface, and was measured after foulant circulation in the 
coupon cells. Ion-exchange capacity (IEC) and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy 
(EIS) were used to analyze membranes’ ion exchange capacity after modification and 
their stability, and resistance of the fouled membranes to determine the impact of the 
fouling layer on membrane resistance, respectively.  

For anion-exchange membranes (AEMs), the polydopamine (PDA) modified 
membrane AR204 attained higher hydrophilicity, IEC, salt removal, and reduced energy 
consumption. At the same current density, the AR204 coated with PDA showed higher 
overall desalting efficiency compared to the unmodified AR204; that is, for the same 
conductivity reduction, the coated membranes consumed less energy than the pristine 
membranes. Coating a thin layer of PDA incorporated with GO or TiO2 improved the Cl- 

selectivity in terms of the relative transport number by selectively transporting Cl- and 
hindering the transport of SO4

2- ions. This is due to the electrostatic repulsive force 
exerted by the PDA coating and the improved sieving effect resulting from the compact 
cross-linked coating layer. PDA coating reduced the electrical resistance of the 
membranes as indicated by the EIS analysis. The study also demonstrated that modifying 
AEMs with PDA+TiO2 and GO significantly improved membranes biofouling resistance, 
while PDA+10 wt% TiO2 and PDA+7.5 wt% GO exhibited higher tolerance against E. 
coli biofouling. PDA+TiO2/GO modified membranes showed at least about 95% 
attachment reduction of live cells and 88% reduction in extracellular polymeric substance 
(EPS) coverage of the membrane surface (µm3/µm2). 

For cation-exchange membranes (CEMs), the CR67 membrane modified under 
the optimal GO dosage (7.5 wt%) exhibited high normalized salt removal efficiency. 
Minor changes in ion-exchange capacity and membrane resistance were found among 
different coating materials and dosages. Thus, the surface modification with 
polyethyleneimine (PEI) and nanoparticles was effective in improving membrane anti-
biofouling properties. For anti-organic properties, GO coating increased the energy 
efficiency of the ED system under all experimental conditions, while TiO2 coated CEMs 
showed equal or slightly lower energy efficiency. The energy efficiency of PEI coated 
membranes was consistent even under relatively severe humic acids (HA) fouling, but 
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showed a significant decrease with Bovine Serum Albumin (BSA) fouling. The 
antifouling potential against HA and BSA was evaluated quantitatively for foulant 
accumulation on the membrane surface through fluorescence spectroscopy. Visualization 
of fouled membrane surfaces obtained by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) agreed 
with the results, in that: 1) PEI coating attracted more HA on membrane surfaces by the 
binding of functional groups; 2) polymers and nanomaterials inhibited BSA fouling by 
increasing the hydrophilicity of the membrane surface; and 3) PEI coating showed high 
stability, as well as increased chemical stability of CEM against strong bases. 

Overall, the modified membranes exhibited improved fouling resistance, and 
demonstrated significant reduction of live cell attachment and extracellular polymeric 
substance (EPS) coverage of membrane surfaces. Surface modification enhanced 
desalting efficiency, permselectivity of monovalent ions over divalent ions, and reduced 
energy consumption of the ED system compared to the results using pristine membranes. 
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1. Introduction

1.1. Project Background 

1.1.1. Membrane Desalination Technologies 
Water availability and water quality have become increasingly important with the 

continuous depletion of available freshwater resources. Currently, many regions in the 
world are in the midst of water crises that have been identified as a grand challenge, 
especially in the arid and semi-arid southwestern United States. Some of the alarming 
causes are non-uniform distribution of precipitation and frequent droughts, depletion of 
groundwater sources due to excessive usage, and insufficient recharge. The water 
shortage will be further aggravated due to the continuously growing urbanization and 
improving life standards [1]. The insufficiency of traditional water supplies necessary to 
meet growing demand and concerns about water scarcity have fueled the development of 
alternative water resources using advanced treatment technologies. Desalination of 
alternative water sources such as brackish groundwater, municipal and industrial 
wastewater, and oil- and gas-produced water has been implemented to improve water 
security. Pressure-driven membrane treatment technologies such as reverse osmosis (RO) 
and nanofiltration (NF) are the primary methods for water reuse and desalination to fill 
the gap in water scarcity [2]. However, membrane fouling and scaling, high energy 
consumption, and limited desalination concentrate disposal options have been challenges 
for the broad application of desalination technologies, and in particular for pressure-
driven membrane processes such as RO [3].  

Electrodialysis and electrodialysis reversal (ED/EDR) are membrane desalination 
technologies that separate salts from water using ion-exchange membranes (IEMs) under 
an electric potential. ED/EDR have been used for desalination of wastewater, brackish 
water, and food industries [4, 5]. In an ED stack, the anion- and cation-exchange 
membranes are placed alternately between two electrodes. Under an electrical potential 
provided by a direct current (DC) power to the stack, cations move toward the negatively 
charged electrode (cathode) and anions move toward the positively charged electrode 
(anode). Hence, the concentration of ions in the concentrate chambers increase with a 
simultaneous decrease in the diluate chambers [6]. Ion-exchange membranes have 
relatively high tolerance to silica, suspended solids, hardness, free chlorine residual, and 
organic matter as compared to RO membranes [7-9]. These advantages of IEMs allow 
ED to treat alternative waters with less stringent pretreatments, lower costs, and to 
achieve higher water recovery with less scaling and fouling potential than is the case for 
RO [3, 9]. Unlike RO, which produces high-purity product water at high cost, one of the 
unique advantages of ED is its flexibility of varying the product water quality, achieved 
by adjusting applied voltage, installing different types of membranes, and using a varying 
number of hydraulic stages. These flexible operational conditions allow ED to control the 
product water salt concentration and composition tailored for fit-for-purpose end use. 
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ED has several advantages over other membrane desalination technologies. It 
requires less pretreatment, has higher water recovery (typically up to 90%), and is more 
tolerant to the presence of suspended particles and sparingly soluble salts (e.g., CaSO4, 
SiO2, and CaCO3) [10]. ED is also preferable over other technologies because it allows 
the alteration of the product water quality by controlling the operating parameters like 
applied voltage and/or the feed flow rate. The direct relationship between the adjustable 
operating conditions and the product water quality makes it possible to explore the effect 
of operating parameters and to optimize the ED performance [11]. The selective 
separation of divalent and monovalent ions is another unique feature of ED, which allows 
the selective removal of certain harmful ions from water such as F-, NO3

-, Cl- or Na+ for 
drinking or agricultural uses [12-14]. 

1.1.2. Membrane Fouling & Permselectivity 
Despite ion-exchange membranes demonstrating higher tolerance to fouling and 

scaling than RO membranes, it is still considered as a significant challenge for ED to treat 
impaired waters, and no complete solution that can avoid membrane fouling has emerged. 
There are different types of fouling, namely, colloidal fouling (particulate based), 
inorganic fouling/scaling, organic fouling, and biofouling. Solute adhesion and biofouling 
is a large impediment for membrane technologies [15, 16]. Approximately 45% of 
membrane fouling is due to microbial growth on the membrane surface, that is, 
biofouling [17]. Some of the adverse effects of fouling are: 1) reduced quality and 
quantity of product water due to the less permeable biofilm formed on the membrane 
surface, and to the increased concentration of ions in the biofilm; 2) due to the increased 
pressure in both feed and concentrate streams of the system, more energy is required to 
maintain a constant flow through the system; and 3) membranes may undergo 
biodegradation due to the acidic byproducts, produced by the living microorganisms, 
accumulated on the membrane surface. 

 
Impaired water that contains rich organic matter, nutrients, and microorganisms 

can cause organic fouling by adhering onto membrane surfaces, and thereby create 
advantageous conditions for biofouling. Microorganisms embed on membrane surfaces, 
generate polysaccharides during growth, and consequently leads to inorganic scaling due 
to uneven membrane surfaces and concentration polarization [18]. The natural organic 
matter and microbial cells are negatively charged and driven toward the anode under the 
electric field, which cause organic and biofouling on IEMs, in particular on anion-
exchange membranes [19]. The biofilm that consists of organic fouling and microbial 
biofouling is a poor electrical conductor, thereby increasing the electrical resistance of 
the system and reducing energy efficiency. In addition, the accumulation of organics and 
microorganisms on the membrane surfaces induces pressure loss in the ED stack and 
reduces the ion flux across ion-exchange membranes. Thus, fouling and scaling degrades 
membrane performance, shortens membrane lifetime, increases cleaning frequency, and 
thereby increases overall cost. 

 
Fouling control for RO membranes has been extensively investigated including 

membrane performance optimization and membrane surface modification [20-22]. 
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Limited research, however, has been conducted to reduce fouling on ion exchange 
membranes. Among a variety of membrane fouling control methods, surface modification 
through coating materials that are biocidal, have a low bacterial affinity and high self-
cleaning ability, is the most cost-effective and adaptable method for current 
manufacturing processes [23]. There are several types of surface modification, of which 
the most reported is surface coating with hydrophilic polymer incorporated with 
inorganic antimicrobial nanoparticles [24]. 

The modification of IEMs with polymers bearing different charges can also alter 
the permselectivity of monovalent ions, which is a unique and desirable property of 
IEMs. It allows the selective removal of certain undesired monovalent ions and increases 
the flexibility of producing specified product water quality based on the intended use 
and/or to mitigate scale formation in concentrate streams caused by accumulation of 
sparingly soluble divalent ions [10]. Surface modification of commercially available 
membranes to improve monovalent permselectivity by coating a thin layer of the same 
charge as the permeable ions has been widely researched [10, 25, 26]. Membrane surface 
modification with polyethyleneimine (PEI) on IEMs was shown to improve the 
monovalent cation permselectivity while maintaining comparable overall desalination 
performance [26, 27]. The thin polymer coating with polydopamine (PDA) or PEI was 
reported to have improved permselectivity for the ions with the same charge based on 
their hydrated radius and hydration energy. TiO2 and GO might be added to improve the 
stability, mechanical stiffness and hydrophilicity of the coating with a lower wt% (weight 
percent) dose, as aggregation tends to happen when they are added in abundance [22, 24]. 
It has been reported that modification of AEM surfaces with PDA increases the 
monovalent permselectivity and improves hydrophilicity of NEOSEPTA AMX [10]. 
Normal grade CEM (CR67) coated with PEI improved the sieving of multivalent cations 
due to the negatively charged thin layer of PEI [26]. Selectivity is also more likely to be 
affected by the salt composition, system flow rate and the applied electric potential to the 
ED system [6, 28]. 

1.1.3. Membrane Surface Modification 
Surface modification of membranes with a polymer incorporated with 

nanoparticles has recently gained substantive interest because it enhances anti-adhesion, 
self-cleaning, hydrophilicity, and mechanical stability of the membranes [24]. 
Vaselbehagh and others [29] used polydopamine (PDA) to improve the anti-organic 
fouling property against sodium dodecyl benzene sulfonate (SDBS) by coating PDA on 
an anion-exchange membrane. Polydopamine is a strong adhesive polymer (i.e., bio-glue) 
that bonds non-selectively to any type of inorganic and organic solid surface [30]. Recent 
studies reported that the hydrophilicity and water flux through polyethersulfone (PES), 
polyethylene difluoride (PVDF), and polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) porous membranes 
were significantly improved by surface modification with PDA [31, 32]. PDA is 
amphoteric with a reported isoelectric point of pH 4 [33, 34]. Polymer layers containing 
hydroxyl and amino groups are attached to membranes by strong interactions between 
PDA and membrane surfaces [32]. PDA coating can increase hydrophilicity and negative 
surface charge density of an AEM, thus improving the antifouling potential against 
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organic foulants. The PDA layer on the AEM surface is expected to be highly stable since 
PDA attaches strongly to the membrane surfaces [30]. As a nature-inspired polymer 
coating, PDA has attracted considerable interest for various types of biomedical 
applications, such as biosensing and drug delivery [35], which indicates that PDA can be 
used safely to modify membranes for drinking water production. Modification of a 
NEOSEPTA AMX membrane with PDA simultaneously improved its antifouling 
potential against organic fouling, and its permselectivity for monovalent anions [10, 29].   

 
Polyethyleneimine (PEI) was reported to improve anti-organic fouling and anti-

biofouling when coated on membrane surfaces for RO membranes, proton exchange 
membranes, and polyvinylidene difluoride (PVDF) membranes [36-38]. 
Polyethyleneimine possesses highly branched polyamino groups so that the deposition of 
a cationic polyethyleneimine layer on a CEM surface may improve the membrane 
permselectivity of monovalent cations [26]. In addition, high molecular weight 
polyamino groups could minimize the reaction with the functional groups within the 
CEM matrix and thus alleviate the decrease in current efficiency as a result of increased 
electrical resistance [39].  

 
In addition to using PDA/PEI as an antifouling coating for AEM/CEM, 

commercially available graphene oxide (GO) nanoflakes or TiO2 nanoparticles could be 
used to provide additional, anti-adhesive, and anti-microbial surface properties. 
Nanomaterials, such as titanium dioxide (TiO2) and graphene oxide (GO), have been 
studied for their antifouling properties, through either membrane surface modification or 
fixation in membrane structure. TiO2 is one of the most practical nanoparticles that offers 
a promising platform for modification of membrane surface properties [24, 40, 41]. Anti-
microbial TiO2 nanoparticles play an important role in enhancing antifouling, reducing 
electrical resistance, and in modifying ion-exchange properties. Kwak and Kim [22] 
reported that adding TiO2 nanoparticles to thin-film-composite RO membranes improved 
anti-biofouling properties against Escherichia coli (E. coli) as a model bacterium. The 
antifouling property of TiO2 against organic matter was evaluated together with enhanced 
salt rejection and membrane hydrophilicity [42-47]. The contribution of the self-cleaning 
property of TiO2 nanoparticles to its anti-organic fouling property has been explored [48]. 
One key mechanism of the cytotoxicity and genotoxicity of TiO2 nanoparticles is the 
generation of oxidative stress called intracellular reactive oxygen species, which disturb 
the homeostasis of the intracellular milieu and cause membrane lipid breakdown and 
DNA damage [49-53].  

 
The two-dimensional structure and tunable physicochemical properties of GO 

offer an exciting opportunity to make a fundamentally new class of ion-exchange 
membranes by increasing the ionic and molecular sieving effect on multivalent ions [41, 
54]. GO is extremely hydrophilic, an important property to reduce adhesion of 
particulates, organics, and microbes on the membrane surface. Incorporating GO 
nanosheets with the polymer can increase the bonding between a polymer coating with 
the membrane, thereby preventing the coating from leaching during long-term operation. 
GO has been reported to effectively reduce organic fouling with sodium dodecyl benzene 
sulfonate as the model foulant, because of its hydrophilicity and negative charge [54]. 
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Alam and others [55] investigated the antifouling properties of GO against E. coli and 
humic acid. GO nanosheets interact with cell membranes, resulting in cholesterol 
molecules and phospholipids extraction, which leads to cell membrane deformation, 
surface pores, void formation, and loss of membrane integrity [56-59]. Long-term 
antifouling properties against various organic matter such as bovine serum albumin 
(BSA), sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS), pepsin, trypsin, and lysozyme have been studied 
with hollow fiber membranes [60]. Despite the studies focused on the anti-fouling 
properties of polymers and nanomaterials, the understanding of biofouling impact on 
electrodialysis process is still very limited, such as desalination performance and energy 
consumption. The change of membrane properties due to modification with polymer and 
nanomaterials also requires systematic investigation into complex membrane and 
electrolyte systems. 

1.2. Project Objectives 
The overall goals of this study are to reduce the costs of treating alternative waters 

by developing low-cost, antifouling, and high energy efficient IEMs. The specific 
objectives are: 

• Coat commercial IEMs with non-leaching, anti-adhesive, anti-microbial materials
such as TiO2 nanoparticles and graphene oxide (GO) nanoflakes in polymers.
Surface modification of a readily available cation-exchange membrane (CR67)
and anion-exchange membrane (AR204) have been conducted for this purpose,
with PEI/PDA for CR67/AR204 as the polymer cross-linker and with
nanomaterials such as TiO2 and GO.

• Investigate membrane properties of unmodified, modified, and fouled membranes
using advanced characterization methods such as contact angle measurement,
confocal scanning microscopy (CLSM), ion exchange capacity (IEC), and
electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS).

• Conduct laboratory-scale tests using a bench-scale ED system to evaluate IEM
performance, fouling propensity, and desalination efficiency under representative
operating conditions.

• Evaluate energy consumption and permselectivity of modified membranes.

1.3. Personnel 
PI Dr. Pei Xu is a professor in the Department of Civil Engineering at NMSU. Dr. 

Xu’s multiple funded research areas include water and wastewater engineering, 
membrane processes, desalination, potable and non-potable water reuse, produced water 
treatment, oxidation and photocatalysis, biological and bioelectrochemical processes, 
removal of emerging contaminants, and membrane fouling.  

Co-PI Dr. Huiyao Wang is an associate professor in the Department of Civil 
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Engineering at NMSU. Dr. Wang conducts advanced research on innovative energy and 
novel materials for fuel cells, solar energy, hydrogen storage, sensors, electronic devices, 
and water cleaning. He investigates the dynamics and electronic and thermal transport in 
thin films, nanomaterials, materials, membranes, photocatalysts for manufacturing energy 
devices and environmental applications. He develops solar energy materials and 
processes to enhance surface-thermal-fluid interactions, photons-to-electrons energy 
conversion, and heat conversion for solar-driven water purification and desalination 
systems. 

Dr. Xuesong Xu is a research assistant professor in the Department of Civil 
Engineering at NMSU. Dr. Xu’s research focuses on membrane processes, desalination, 
and water reuse. Guanyu Ma and Million Tesfai are graduate research assistants working 
on the project. 
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2. Approach and Methods

2.1. Materials and Experimental Setup 

2.1.1. Membrane & Chemical Agencies for Surface Modification 
In this study, the normal grade CEM (CR67), monovalent permselective CEM 

(CR671) membranes, and normal grade AEM (AR204) manufactured by General Electric 
Water & Process Technologies (now Suez Water Technologies & Solutions) were 
modified and tested. Membrane properties are listed in Table 1. CR67 is a homogeneous 
CEM that consists of crosslinked vinyl compounds and negatively charged sulfonic acid 
functional groups. The selective CR671 membrane was developed by coating PEI 
(analytical standard, 50 wt% in H2O solution, Sigma-Aldrich) on CR67 under controlled 
reaction conditions such as solution temperature (40 oC) and reaction time (24 hours) that 
allows amino groups of PEI to react with epoxy groups on the membrane surface. The 
PEI solution used in this study has branched chemical structures, with the number-
averaged molecular weight of ~60,000 determined by the Gel Permeation 
Chromatography method and the weight-averaged molecular weight of ~750,000 
determined by the Light Scattering method. Further membrane surface modifications 
were conducted by coating nanoparticles such as TiO2 (≥99.5% trace metals basis, 
Sigma-Aldrich) and GO (15-20 sheets, 4-10% edge-oxidized, Sigma-Aldrich). 
Nanomaterials were dispersed separately into 500 mg/L PEI solutions using ultrasonic 
measurements (Model 08895, Cole-Parmer) at different dosages (3 wt%, 5 wt%, 7.5 
wt%, and 10 wt% of PEI mass), then coated on CR671 using the same method. 

Table 1. Ion-Exchange Membranes Properties 

Membrane CR67-HMR-412 AR204-SZRA-
412 

Type Cation-exchange Anion-exchange 
Thickness (μm) 560–580 500 
Water content 46% 46% 
Electrical resistance (Ω-cm2)a 12 8 
Ion exchange capacity 
(meq/g dry resin) 2.1 2.40 

Reinforcement Acrylicb Acrylicb 
a: measured in 0.01 M NaCl 
b: acrylic: polyacrylonitrile  

For AEMs coating, polydopamine (PDA) was prepared by dissolving dopamine 
hydrochloride (Sigma-Aldrich) in 15 mM Tris base buffer solution with an adjusted pH 
in the range of 8.5-8.8 by addition of HCl [61]. Freshly prepared dopamine solution 
started to change from a clear solution to darkish brown within 15 minutes upon contact 
with oxygen in the air, showing the formation of PDA (Figure 1). TiO2 nanoparticles or 
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GO nanosheets were then added into PDA solution at a different dosage ranging from 1 
wt% to 10 wt% of dopamine mass in the solution. The AR204 membrane was immersed 
vertically in a freshly prepared PDA solution in a beaker and placed in an electronic 
temperature adjustable shaker at 40 oC and 125 revolutions per minute (rpm) for 24 
hours. 
 

 

Figure 1. PDA Solution 15 Minutes after Preparation 
 

2.1.2. Experimental Setup 

2.1.2.1. Bench-scale ED stack  
As shown in Figure 2, a bench-scale electrodialysis stack (PCCell 64 0 02, PCCell 

GmbH, Germany) was used to study the desalination efficiency and energy consumption 
of the membranes with different coatings. The ED stack consisted of two pairs of IEMs 
(three CEMs and two AEMs) with effective membrane area of 64 cm2. 

 
For CEM testing, the 20 L feed solution was prepared with total dissolved solids 

(TDS) 1,050 mg/L, using 750 mg/L of NaCl and 300 mg/L CaCl2. The feed solution was 
circulated in the ED system at 6.1 cm/s linear velocity. The electrode solution was 20 L 
of 1 wt% Na2SO4 solution, fed separately to the electrode chambers to prevent the 
generation of chlorine gas and reduce electrode scaling. A constant current was applied to 
the stack by DC power to provide 2 mA/cm2 current density across the membrane stack. 
Current and voltage were recorded continuously, and water samples were taken and 
measured using conductivity and pH meters at one-hour time intervals. All experiments 
lasted for 48 hours. 
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Figure 2. Bench Scale ED at NMSU Environmental Lab 

For AEM testing, a 20 L feed solution was prepared by dissolving 750 mg/L NaCl 
and 300 mg/L CaSO4. A 10 L electrode rinse solution was prepared by 1% Na2SO4 with 
an adjusted pH 5 by sulfuric acid to reduce scaling on the electrode chambers. Two pairs 
of membranes were used, that is, three CR67 CEMs and two AEMs (normal grade 
AR204 membranes or modified AR204). Therefore, a binary Cl-/SO4

2- salt solution for 
AEMs (Na+/Ca2+ solution for CEMs) was used to compare the unmodified and modified 
IEMs:   

• AR204/CR67 coated with PDA /PEI
• AR204/CR67 coated with PDA/PEI and different dosages of TiO2 nanoparticles
• AR204/CR67 coated with PDA/PEI and different dosages of GO nanoflakes
The bench-scale ED experiments were operated in once-through (OT) mode, with

feed/diluate and concentrate recirculated to a 20 L feedwater tank. Three micro-gear 
pumps from Langer Instruments (Langer Pump WT3000-1FA) that are designed to 
communicate with any personal computer and programmable logic controller (PLC) 
software developed by Automation Direct, were used for the feed, concentrate, and 
electrode rinse solutions. The solutions were first sent to three solution columns on the 
upper back side of the ED unit by three miniature gear pumps from Cole-Parmer to keep 
the downstream pressure head of the micro-gear pumps stable throughout the experiment 
while the feed water level was changing due to the samples being taken from the outlet, 
and to eliminate the pressure difference that may accrue due to the water level and 
position difference between the feed and electrode rinse solution tanks. The solution was 
then pumped to the ED stack by the micro-gear pumps and passed through feed and 
concentrate chambers at a flow rate of 300 ml/min. Diluate and concentrate from the 
stack flowed back to the feed container and recirculated in the ED unit. The mesh spacers 
between membranes and the end spacers used in the stack had a thickness of 0.4 mm and 
0.5 mm, respectively, and a direct flow path. The flow in the system was calculated based 
on the effective length and thickness of spacers to achieve a linear flow velocity of 6.1 
cm/s in each chamber. Direct voltage supply to the stack ranged from 3-8 volts and 
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pressures were maintained at 4-5 psi for feed-in and 2.3-2.5 psi in the electrode rinse 
stream. The ED operating conditions and specifications are summarized in Table 2. 

To evaluate overall desalination efficiency, the ED testing was repeated five times 
for each membrane sample, with 30 minutes of membrane stabilization time with tested 
solutions before power was applied. Water samples were taken when the operating 
parameters (voltage and current readings) were relatively stable at a specific voltage 
value. The longer duration stability is one of the most anticipated properties of the 
modified membrane and could also be an indicator of the secure attachment (bond) 
between the membrane and modifying reagent [62]. Water flow rates and quality of the 
feed, permeate, and concentrate streams were monitored throughout the experiments. 
Conductivity, pH, temperature, water flow rate, and pressure were monitored using 
online sensors. Common cations and anions including sodium, calcium, chloride, and 
sulfate were measured using an ion chromatograph (IC, ICS-2100, Dionex, Sunnyvale, 
CA).  

Table 2. ED Stack Specifications and Experimental Operational Parameters 

Component Type Characteristics 

EDR stack 
(PCCell ED 64 

002) 
One electrical stage 

Two electrodes, Pt/Ir-MMO coated 
Ti- stretched metal Dimensions: 

Width 165 mm 
Depth 150 mm 
Height 190 mm 

IEMs 

AR204/CR67 
AR204/CR67 + PDA/PEI 

Homogeneous AR204/CR67 + PDA/PEI + TiO2 
AR204/CR67 + PDA/PEI + GO 

Effective 
membrane area 64 cm2 

Spacer 
Spacer-gasket 

Silicon/polyethylene, thickness 
0.4mm, 

End spacer-gasket Silicone/polyethylene, thickness 
0.5mm 

Linear flow 
velocity 6.1 cm/s in all chambers 

Volumetric Flow 
Concentrate and Diluate 

chambers 300 ml/min 

Electrode chambers 150 ml/min 
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2.1.2.2. Coupon Fouling Testing 
A micro-scale testing system was set up to simulate the electrodialysis process 

(Figure 3). The effective membrane surface area is 7.07 cm2. Chamber volume on each 
side of the membrane was approximately 7 ml. Platinum coated titanium plates were used 
as electrodes to prevent anodic oxidation. A DC power provided constant electric field 
across the membrane with current density of 2 mA/cm2, monitored and recorded by a 
current sensor (NUL-202, Neulog, US). Feed solutions of 200 ml total volume per 
membrane sample were circulated in chambers on both sides of the membrane by a 
peristaltic pump (Masterflex® L/S Variable-Speed Drive, with Masterflex® L/S 
multichannel pump head, Cole-Parmer, US) at approximately 19 ml/min flow rate at 
room temperature (~25 °C) for 48 hours. Fouling propensity of modified and unmodified 
IEMs was tested in micro ED cells using E. coli as a model microbial foulant. 

Figure 3. Bench Experimental Setup for E. coli Membrane Fouling. (a) Full Circulation 
Setup; (b) Circulation Model; and (c) Single Cell Setup 

Escherichia coli (E. coli) was used as the model microbial foulant and was 
cultivated in a 25 g/L Luria-Bertani (LB) broth (granulated, Fisher Scientific). Before 

(b) (c) 

(a)
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adding E. coli, the solution was placed in an autoclave at 121°C for two hours to sterilize 
the liquid and glassware. The solution was cooled down to room temperature, and then a 
10 ml E. coli solution was added into the LB broth and shaken at 37 °C for 24 hours at 
225 rpm until the cell dilution reached 1.0 × 107 colony-forming unit (CFU) and the 
corresponding optical density of 600 nm (OD600, determined by a spectrophotometer), 
was diluted if it exceeded the desired concentration. The total TDS of the feed solution 
was approximately 7 g/L NaCl. 

2.2. Methodology 

2.2.1. Hydrophobicity 
Hydrophobicity of the membranes was analyzed by contact angle measurement 

using an NRL contact angle Goniometer-Model 100-00 (Ramé-hart, Inc. Surface Science 
Instrument, Landing, NJ). Contact angles of unmodified, modified, and fouled IEMs were 
examined using two different methods namely, the captive bubble [63] and sessile drop 
(dry) methods (Figure 4). For the captive bubble method, 2 cm2 membrane samples were 
cut from the membrane specimens, which were kept in 3% NaCl solution. The angle 
measurement was done by injecting a 5 µL air bubble by a syringe right beneath the 
submerged membrane and measuring the contact angle made between the bubble and the 
bottom of the membrane surface. For the sessile drop method, membrane samples were 
left to dry in open air overnight and measurement was done by dropping 10 µL of DI 
water on top of the dried membrane surface and measuring the angle made between the 
dry membrane surface and the water drop. Measurements were taken immediately after a 
water drop was placed on the membrane surface. 

The captive bubble method was adopted, instead of the sessile drop method, as 
membrane samples were kept moist during the measurement using the captive bubble 
method. The sessile method requires dry samples, while IEMs lose their surface 
properties as the functional groups collapse when dried. Smaller contact angle represents 
a more hydrophilic membrane surface, and vice versa [64]. At least five measurements 
were taken on each membrane for both methods in order to reduce the inaccuracy due to 
uneven fouling on membrane surfaces [64].   
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Figure 4. Contact angle for (a) Captive bubble method, (b) Sessile drop method 
 

2.2.2. Ion Exchange Capacity (IEC) 
Ion-exchange capacity (IEC) is one of the most fundamental characteristics of 

ion-exchange membranes, as it determines the capacity of ions transport across the 
membranes, thus affecting the overall desalination performance [65]. IEC is determined 
as the number of ion equivalents exchanged per unit dry membrane mass. In this study, 
IEC was measured to support and further verify the energy consumption and overall 
desalination efficiency results from the bench-scale ED experiments for the modified and 
unmodified IEMs.  

 
Pristine (unmodified) and newly modified membrane samples (4 cm × 4 cm, 16 

cm2) were first cut into pieces roughly 5 mm × 5 mm and soaked in 200 ml of 1 M NaCl 
solution placed in a shaker at 200 rpm for 24 hours to ensure that the electrostatic 
bonding of AEM is predominantly to Cl-, and CEM predominantly being Na+ form. AEM 
was then soaked first in 100 ml of 0.1 M NaNO3 and CEM in 100 ml of 0.1 M KCl for 
eight hours on a shaker, to exchange the Cl- and Na+ to mostly NO3

- and K+ on the 
membranes for AEM and CEM, respectively. After the membranes were soaked for eight 
hours, the 0.1 M NaNO3 solution for AEM and KCl solution for CEM were replaced with 
100 ml 0.01 M NaNO3 and KCl solution, respectively, and placed on a shaker for 24 
hours. Finally, the 0.01 M solution was replaced a second time with a solution of the 
same matrix and membranes were soaked for another 24 hours to ensure complete 
replacement. Each time before the solution was replenished, NaNO3 solution sample for 
AEM and KCl solution samples for CEM were collected and analyzed by ion 
chromatograph (IC, ICS-2000, Dionex, USA). Membrane samples were also collected at 
the end of the IEC experiment and dried in an oven for eight hours at 105 °C, to get the 
dry weight of the membrane sample, and to determine the IEC value in meq/g of dry 
membrane weight, accordingly.  

(a) (b) 
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2.2.3. Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS) 
Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS) has been widely adopted to 

characterize electrochemical properties of various membrane materials by quantitatively 
analyzing the electrical properties, electrochemical phenomena, and membrane structures 
[66, 67]. In this study, EIS (Figure 5) was employed to measure the electrical resistance 
of ion-exchange membranes with a Gamry electrochemical workstation (Interface 1000, 
Warminster, PA), using a four-electrode method that minimizes electrode-solution 
interface impedance [68]. 

Figure 5. Schematic diagram of the experimental setup used for electrochemical impedance 
spectroscopy (EIS) measurements (WE: working electrode, CE: counter electrode, SE: 
sensitive electrode, RE: reference electrode, AEM: anion exchange membrane). 

The cell used in this study consisted of two compartments of equal volume (28 
ml) separated by a membrane supported with rubber supports having a circular hole of
area 0.785 cm2. Two platinum wire electrodes were used as the working electrode (WE)
and the counter electrode (CE), respectively; and two saturated Ag/AgCl electrodes
placed on both sides of IEM were used as the reference electrode (RE) and the sensitive
electrode (SE), respectively, to measure the potential difference and impedance across the
membrane systems. The impedance from all the electrode-solution interfaces can be
minimized by using four-electrode measurements [68].

Alternating current (AC) potential was applied from 1,000 Hz to 0.001 Hz for 
0.05 M NaCl electrolyte solution, and 1,000 Hz to 0.01 Hz for 0.5 M NaCl electrolyte 
solution, at 10 measurements per decade rate and 5 mV amplitude under 25 ± 1 °C. The 
direct current (DC) potential was equal to the open circuit potential (OCP) determined 
before the EIS measurements. The resistance obtained from the high frequency represents 
the total resistance of solution and membrane (RSM). The membrane resistances were 
obtained by subtracting the solution resistance from the total resistance. 
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2.2.4. Biofouling Propensity Analysis 
To examine quantitatively the microbial attachment and growth on biofouled 

membranes, confocal laser scanning microscopy (CSLM) (TCS SP5 II Confocal, Leica) 
was used. CLSM is one of the common methods of studying and examining biofilm, 
where image data acquisition and analysis are performed with a computerized digital 
online system. CLSM delivers morphological data of the three-dimensional structure of 
bacteria and biofilm by using specific fluorescent dyes for bacterial nucleic acid 
(DNA/RNA) or extracellular polymeric substance (EPS) [23]. Therefore, it is possible to 
identify the live and dead cells using different dyes. Prior to CLSM examination, fouled 
membrane samples were fluorescently stained with a mixed dye solution of 1) SYTO®9 
(5 mM solution, Thermo Fisher Scientific), which is a green-fluorescent nuclear 
counterstain that stains RNA and DNA of both live and dead E. coli cells, as well as in 
Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacteria; and 2) Concanavalin A, Texas RedTM 
Conjugate (Texas Red, 10 mg, Invitrogen), which is a bright red-fluorescent dye that 
stains extracellular polymeric substance (EPS) glycoconjugates [23]. A mixed dye was 
prepared by mixing the two dyes to achieve the desired concentration together and kept 
upright at -20 ºC in the refrigerator; it was warmed to room temperature before using.  

Membrane samples fouled with E. coli solution were collected after 48 hours of 
circulation in mini-coupon ED cells under the constant current density of 2 mA/cm2. 
Membranes were rinsed gently so as not to remove/wash out the fouled layers on the 
membranes, and a quarter was taken from the 7.07 cm2 fouled membrane sample with E. 
coli for CLSM imaging. Both sides of the membrane sample were characterized, and a 
"+" was marked on the samples to indicate the anode-facing side of the membrane sample 
during coupon circulation. More biofouling could be formed on the cathode side of the 
membrane sample because E. coli cells have a negative surface charge [69], so that the 
bacteria cells would flow toward the positive anode in an electric field during the coupon 
cell circulation and be trapped more on the cathode side as the membrane is opposed to 
the cell flow. Fouled membrane samples were dyed for 20 minutes using the mixed dye 
solution and sealed on a microscope slide with a micro cover glass to ensure wet 
conditions at all times. Three to five drops of mixed dye were applied (SYTO-9 and 
Texas Red) to fully cover the upper side of the membrane and dyed with 100 scanning 
layers for each spot to eliminate the inaccuracy caused by uneven bacteria growth, as 
shown in Figure 6. 

Figure 6. A Prepared Membrane Sample for CLSM 
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CLSM imaging was conducted to measure the biomass of live and dead cells 
using Sytex Gr and Texas R (PMT 2 and 3) with ×64 lens and Type F immersion liquid 
as shown in Figure 7. Five spots with each 100 Z-stack size/steps throughout the 
membrane sample surface were analyzed for better valuation and understanding of the 
biofilm (live/dead cells and EPS), as bacterial growth may not be evenly distributed or 
have the same biofilm thickness throughout the membrane surface. 

The image stacks from CLSM were further processed using Leica software (LAS 
X) before loading them to COMSTAT 2 (Figure 7). Based on MATLAB, COMSTAT 2
is a program that quantitatively analyzes image stacks recorded by confocal microscopes
(obtained from www.comstat.dk) [70, 71]. Through LAS X, images were analyzed to
check if any blank sub volume (pixel) between biomass-filled sub volumes exists, and to
eliminate it accordingly in order to simplify images for COMSTAT 2 analysis [72].
COMSTAT 2 performs thresholding of the image stacks acquired from the CLSM, and
results in a three-dimensional matrix with threshold values between zero and the set value
used in CLSM. The subsequent segmentation process removes pixels that are not
connected to the substratum or bonded with another pixel from the bottom. The output
provides the volume of biomass per unit area of membrane surface [72]; and the result is
displayed in two different channels with one displaying the mass of live and dead E. coli
cells in green color while the second displays mass of EPS in red color [70, 71].

Figure 7. TCS SP5 II confocal microscope at NMSU Electron Microscopy Lab 

2.2.5. Fluorescence Excitation-Emission (FEEM) Spectrum 
FEEM is a widely used fluorescence spectroscopy that classifies fluorophores 

based on excitation and emission properties. FEEM generates a 3D scanning contour plot 
of excitation wavelength [73] vs. emission wavelength (Em) vs. fluorescence intensity. 
Fluorescence regional integration [74] is a classification method of dissolved organic 
matter that divides the FEEM contour plot into different zones [75]. This regional 
excitation-emission method helps identify and quantify organic compounds in a solution 
with multiple types of organic matter. The boundary of the FRI method is later defined in 
the Result and Discussion section by the actual measured peak locations and base areas of 
the organic compounds of interest. 

http://www.comstat.dk/
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FEEM was conducted for extracted solutions. Prior to FEEM analysis, all 

extracted solutions were adjusted to neutral pH with HCl. FEEM measurements were 
performed at Ex wavelength ranging from 220 to 450 nm and Em wavelength ranging 
from 240 to 600 nm simultaneously. The slit widths were 5 nm for both Ex and Em. To 
compare quantitatively the organic fouling on membrane surfaces, the fluorescence 
volume was calculated using the FRI technique that integrates the area beneath 
excitation-emission matrix [76] spectra. The volume (Φi) beneath region “i” of the EEM 
can be calculated in: 

 
Equation 1.  

 
Φi = ∫ex ∫em I(λex, λem) dλex dλem 

For discrete data in this takes the form: 
 
Equation 2.  
 

Φi = ∑ex ∑em I(λex, λem) ∆λex ∆λem 
where ∆λex is the excitation wavelength interval (taken as 5 nm), ∆λem is the emission 
wavelength interval (taken as 5 nm), and I(λex, λem) is the fluorescence intensity at each 
excitation-emission wavelength pair. The cumulative volume (ΦT) is calculated as ΦT = 
∑Φi. The fluorescence intensity was normalized by the Raman area, so that the TOC-
normalized FRI volume has units of AU-nm2/[100 mg/L TOC]. The percent fluorescence 
response [77] is calculated as Pi = Φi/ΦT×100%, to compare the composition of different 
organic compounds. 
 

2.2.6. Chemical Extraction of foulants 
Chemical extraction was conducted for organic fouled membrane samples in 

order to further evaluate the fouling conditions quantitatively. A 4 cm × 4 cm membrane 
sample was measured and cut from the original sample, and cut into small pieces (about 
0.5 cm × 0.5 cm) for better extraction results. The cut samples were soaked in 50 ml of 
0.1 M NaOH extraction solution, and ultrasonicated for 120 minutes. Solution 
temperature was controlled below 50 °C. The extracted solution was centrifuged to 
separate any particles from membrane samples. TOC of the extracted solutions was 
measured. 

  

2.2.7. Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) 
SEM is a useful tool to characterize membrane surface properties. In this study, 

SEM was used to visualize the fouled membrane surfaces to compare qualitatively the 
antifouling resistance. Prior to SEM imaging, membranes were air-dried overnight. 
Membrane cracking after drying was expected, as given the nature of ion-exchange 
membranes. Membrane samples were cut into 1 cm × 0.5 cm pieces, mounted on a 
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support by carbon tape, and analyzed by SEM (S-3400 N Type II, Hitachi High-
Technologies Corp., Pleasanton, CA, USA). Viewing was optimized 100-fold 
magnification. 

2.2.8. Desalination Performance 
To study the desalination efficiency and energy consumption of the membranes 

with different coatings, bench-scale electrodialysis experiments were conducted. Two 
pairs of IEMs (three CEM and two AEM) with effective membrane area of 64 cm2 were 
installed in a bench-scale electrodialysis stack (PCCell 64 0 02, PCCell GmbH, 
Germany). Feed solution contained total dissolved solids (TDS) of 1,050 mg/L, including 
750 mg/L NaCl and 300 mg/L CaCl2. 20 L of feed solution was circulated in the system 
at 6.1 cm/s linear velocity. The electrode solution, 20 L of 1 wt% Na2SO4 solution, was 
fed separately to the electrode chambers to prevent the generation of chlorine gas and to 
reduce electrode scaling. A constant current was applied to the stack by DC power to 
provide 2 mA/cm2 current density across the membranes. These operating conditions 
were selected to represent full-scale operation of a brackish water electrodialysis system 
[26, 27]. Current and voltage were recorded continuously, and water samples were 
collected and measured with conductivity and pH at one-hour interval. All experiments 
were conducted for 48 hours. 

2.3. Calculations 
To evaluate the impact of modification on IEMs, conductivity reduction (i.e., salt 

removal), ion selectivity, and energy consumption were assessed under the conditions 
mentioned above. The overall salt removal efficiency is calculated as conductivity 
reduction as follows:  

Equation 3. Conductivity reduction 

Conductivity reduction (%) =  × 100 
where Cd and Cf  are the conductivity of diluate and feed (mS/cm). 

The permselectivity of the membranes is calculated based on the relative transport 
number (RTN) of divalent ions SO4

2- as opposed to monovalent ions Cl- as follows:  

Equation 4. Permselectivity 

  = 

where the average equivalent concentration was defined as the arithmetic average 
concentration of the inlet and outlet concentrations in the same stream. 
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Normalized salt removal allows the comparison of overall ED desalination 
performance under different operating conditions such as membrane types and feed 
solution compositions, calculated as the equation below: 

Equation 5. Normalized salt removal 

Normalized salt removal   =   

where I is the current through the ED stack; V is the applied voltage to the ED stack;  
is the diluate flow rate. 

Equation 6. Energy consumption 

Energy consumption = 

The ion-exchange capacity of IEMs was calculated based on the number of 
chloride ions replaced by nitrate ions (meq) to the membrane sample dry weight (g) as 
follows: 

Equation 7. Ion exchange capacity 

IEC =  

Average linear velocity in the stack was calculated based on chambers dimension 
(spacer dimension) and volumetric flow rate as;     

Equation 8. Average linear velocity 

Average linear velocity(u) =   
where n is the number of IEM pairs, and h and w are the thickness and width of spacer 
gasket. 
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3. Results and Discussions

3.1. Development of Antifouling AEMs 

3.1.1. Ion Exchange Capacity (IEC) 
The IEC values of pristine and modified membranes with PDA incorporated with 

different dosage of TiO2/GO are shown in Figure 8. IEC values of membranes modified 
with PDA + TiO2/GO shows marginal difference compared with the unmodified pristine 
membrane. The modification of AEMs with only PDA showed a 34% increase in IEC, 
which is very consistent with the conductivity reduction and energy consumption data. 
The increase in IEC on AEMs modified with PDA was due to the contribution of the 
amine groups of PDA. The pKa value of the PDA amine group is approximately 10, 
lower than the neutral pH of the solution for measuring IEC, therefore the amine groups 
of PDA contributed to the IEC of the coated AEM. With the addition of nano-particles, 
the accessibility of the ions to the functional groups from PDA decreased as they were 
partially isolated/surrounded by the increased concentration of nano-particles [78].   
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Figure 8. Ion Exchange Capacity for Unmodified and Modified Membranes. (a) Raw AR204, 
PDA and PDA + different dosage of GO modified AR204, (b) Raw AR204, PDA and PDA + 
different dosage of TiO2 modified AR204. 
 

3.1.2. Hydrophilicity 
Contact angle is a key parameter in determining the hydrophilicity of a membrane 

surface. In this study, the determination of the contact angle was performed before and 
after the membrane fouling tests. Membrane samples obtained from the fouling 
experiment were rinsed gently with DI and were analyzed using sessile drop and captive 
bubble methods to evaluate: 1) the effect of foulant on membrane hydrophilicity; 2) the 
effectiveness of membrane modification on imparting self-cleaning and anti-adhesive 
properties on membrane surfaces; and 3) to compare the membrane hydrophobicity by 
the two contact angle measuring methods. In general, smaller contact angle measurement 
infers more hydrophilic membrane surface and less microbial/organic foulant attachment 
on the membrane surface [64].   

 
Both fouled GO and TiO2 incorporated in PDA achieved almost the same 

enhancement on membrane hydrophilicity as compared to the unmodified membrane, 
with nearly 20 ̊ and about 13.5 ̊ less measured angle in the sessile and captive bubble 
method in an average of five measurements/readings taken on each membrane (Figure 9). 
For all the modified membranes, there was no significant difference in the measured 
angles of the captive bubble and sessile drop methods after membrane fouling, with a 
maximum difference of 1.1 ̊ among all the modified membranes and a maximum 
variability of ±3.2 ̊ in the readings taken on the same membrane, which indicates more 
homogeneous membrane surface and membrane. The fouled uncoated AR204 
membranes showed the largest difference in comparing the sessile and captive bubble 
measuring methods, owing to the wavy nature of the AR204 membrane surface and the 
uneven distribution of the biofilm formed on the membrane surface. Larger contact angle 
measurements were obtained using the dry method for uncoated AR204, because when 
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the membrane dries, the surface contracts and cracks. At the same time, uncoated AR204 
exhibited the most substantial variability (± 5.1̊) from all the captive bubble 
measurements, due to the irregularity in the alignment of its feathery structure and the 
uneven distribution of the biofilm on the surface of uncoated AR204. The same 
phenomenon was not observed on the coated membranes, and this implies that coating 
decreased the irregularity on the surface of the membrane as well as the resistance toward 
fouling. The PDA coating covered the membrane surface and made these wavy structures 
at the surface get partially filled and aligned with a PDA layer, hence yielding less 
variability in measurements taken on the same membrane. For the dry method of fouled 
membranes, these partially extruded feather-like structures dry/shrink and sink further 
into the coating layer and leave a smoother and more hydrophilic coating layer at the 
membrane surface. For the unfouled membranes dry method, the membranes soaked up 
the sessile drop (10 ml DI) so that measurements could not be taken.     

 
The results of the contact angle measurement demonstrated that modification of 

AEMs with just PDA or PDA incorporated with TiO2/GO enhanced membrane 
hydrophilicity and self-cleaning ability. This improved hydrophilicity indicated that 
membranes are becoming more fouling resistant, as has been reported by Safarpour and 
others [24].  

 

  

 
 

Figure 9. Contact Angle Measurements of Fouled and Unfouled Membranes 
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3.1.3. Membrane Resistance Measurements  
The results for EIS analysis are present in Figures 10 and 11, where the horizontal 

axis (Z') represents the real membrane resistance, and the vertical axis (Z'') represents the 
imaginary resistance or the time constant related to ion transport through the membrane 
which represents the capacitance of the system. After coating PDA, the resistance (RSM) 
of AR204 membranes at high frequency (100 kHz) decreased to 2.54 Ω in the EIS 
measurement as shown in Figure 10. After coating 1 wt% TiO2 onto the surface of 
AR204 with PDA, RSM increased. However, RSM decreased as the amount of TiO2 
increased. The biofouled AR204 coated with PDA (namely AR204+PDA) shows a 
higher RSM value compared to the membranes coated with TiO2. The resistance 
difference between unfouled and biofouled AR204+PDA is 4.9 Ω; however, the 
resistance difference between unfouled and biofouled AR204+PDA+10 wt%TiO2 is 2.2 
Ω. Furthermore, the shape of the impedance spectra at low frequencies of the biofouled 
AR204+PDA and biofouled AR204+PDA+1 wt% TiO2 are different from the rest of the 
membranes. The reason could be the fouling layers on the membrane surface blocked the 
transmembrane migration of the ions and the formation of the diffusion layer. 

 

 
Figure 10. Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) of raw AR204 and AR204 coated 
with PDA. 
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Figure 11. Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) of AR204 coated with PDA and 
different concentration of TiO2   after membrane biofouling experiments 
 

3.1.4. Confocal Laser Scanning Microscope and COMSTAT Analysis  
The CLSM images for biofouled membranes including the pristine AR204 and 

those modified with coatings of PDA as well as TiO2 and GO are shown in Figure 12. 
Green bright spots (Channel 1) show both live and dead stained E. coli cells, while red 
bright spots (Channel 2) are related to extracellular polysaccharides in the formed 
biofilm. The bright spots of Channel 1 and Channel 2 images are highly comparable, 
given that: 1) extracellular polymeric substance (EPS) is secreted by E. coli cells during 
cell growth, and 2) the cell outer membrane contains lipopolysaccharides and is stained 
by Texas Red. Bright spots for both channels are not evenly distributed or spread because 
the period of the fouling experiments (48 hours) was not long enough for E. coli to 
develop throughout the membrane surface and cover the entire surface with biofilm. It is 
clear from the CLSM images that there was a considerably greater amount of E. coli cells 
attachment on the unmodified membranes versus the PDA modified membranes. 
Consequently, a more significant amount of EPS was observed on these membranes 
compared to AEMs modified with PDA+TiO2/GO. Therefore, images were analyzed with 
COMSTAT 2 to quantify the befouling attachment. 

 
Figure 13 shows the amount of biomass calculated by COMSTAT 2 in terms of 

volume of biomass accumulated over unit membrane area. Figures 13(a) and (c) describe 
the volume of biomass by live and dead cells, and (b) and (d) shows EPS coverage of 
membrane for unmodified AR204, PDA, and PDA+TiO2/GO modified membranes. Both 
TiO2 and GO reduced membrane biofouling remarkably, with regard to mitigating cell 
attachment and biofilm formation on the membranes. For example, AR204+PDA+10 
wt% TiO2 and AR204+PDA+7.5 wt% GO showed 97% and 95% reduction in cell 
attachment and 92% and 88% reduced biofilm layer formation, respectively, as compared 
to unmodified normal grade AR204 membranes. As biofouling begins with the 
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attachment of microorganisms that then develop to biofilm, the EPS with its hydrophobic 
characteristic and highly porous structure gives microorganisms perfect shelter from the 
scoring effect of the flowing water. Hence, it leads to further advancement of fouling 
which is the case in unmodified AR204 fouling. This result is consistent with the contact 
angle measurements discussed in section 3.1.2, showing that membrane biofouling 
resistance improved considerably due to improved hydrophilicity, and that this explained 
the reason behind the biggest biofilm accumulation on the surface of unmodified AR204. 
Coating TiO2/GO into polymer membranes was also reported to enhance hydrophilicity 
and impart self-cleaning and antibacterial property [24]. An additional  reason for the 
reduced fouling on modified membranes is the rejection of negatively charged E.coli 
cells, zeta potential -21.9±3 mV [79], by the thin negatively charged coating layer due to 
their negatively charged surface [69]. Improved membrane surface hydrophilicity and 
smoothness reduces the adsorption characteristics, and this also contributes in fouling 
resistance as well [24]. In the case of TiO2 coated membranes, the anti-bacterial TiO2
nanoparticles inactivate the attached bacteria from multiplying and producing more 
biofilm [22]. Greater resistance against toxicity and mechanical stability of GO makes the 
membrane surfaces more resistant and stiffer and introduces more mechanical stability to 
the PDA coating so that it stays smooth longer, thereby reducing fouling accumulation on 
the surface of PDA+TiO2 and GO modified membranes. 

AR204 

AR204 +PDA 
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AR204 + PDA + 3 wt% TiO2 

AR204 + PDA + 5 wt% TiO2 

AR204 + PDA + 7.5 wt% TiO2 

AR204 + PDA + 10 wt% TiO2 
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Figure 12. CLSM images of biofilm formed on AR204 coated with PDA and different 
concentration of TiO2 after membrane biofouling experiments 
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Figure 13. COMSTAT Analysis on CLSM Images of Fouled Membranes. (a) and (b) biomass 
by live and dead cells and EPS coverage of membrane respectively for Raw AR204, PDA 
and PDA + GO modified membranes, (c) and (d) biomass by live and dead cells and EPS 
coverage of membrane respectively for Raw AR204, PDA and PDA + TiO2 modified 
membranes. 
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3.1.5. Overall Desalination Efficiency  

3.1.5.1. Conductivity Reduction   
Overall desalination efficiency of all membranes was analyzed and compared 

under the same operating parameters including voltage applied and flow rate. For each 
testing condition, the experiments were repeated five times for reliable results and 
reproducibility. For consistency, the fifth run of the rejection test was selected as 
representative results for comparison because membranes and the ED system need time 
to stabilize and to examine membrane durability as it runs for longer times. Except for the 
PDA coated membranes, all the rest of the modified (AR204+PDA+TiO2/GO) and 
unmodified (normal grade AR204) membranes achieved almost the same desalination 
performance. PDA coated membrane achieved the highest removal efficiency under the 
same current density during the bench-scale testing, which matches perfectly with the 
IEC data demonstrated in Figure 14. Both 10 wt% and 7.5 wt% of TiO2 and GO show 
nearly the same conductivity reduction and both reached the highest current density for 
the same applied voltage, indicating lower resistance compared to other tested 
membranes. Unmodified AR204 attained the lowest conductivity reduction compared to 
all PDA+TiO2 modified membranes at current density less than 2 mA/cm2. Therefore, it 
can be concluded that modification of the AR204 membrane with PDA had a positive 
impact on salt removal efficiency compared to the unmodified AR204, while 
incorporation of nanomaterials demonstrating insignificant change.    

 
 

 
 

(a) 
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Figure 14. Conductivity Cut Comparison of (a) Unmodified AR204, AR204 coated with PDA 
and AR204 coated with PDA + different dosage of TiO2, (b) Unmodified AR204, AR204 coated 
with PDA and AR204 coated with PDA + different dosage of GO. 

 

3.1.5.2. Permselectivity 
Permselectivity of monovalent over multivalent anions was analyzed using 

relative transport number (RTN) ratio of SO4
2-

 over Cl- through the modified and 
unmodified AEMs with Cl- as the standard ion. As is reflected by the RTN number 
difference, the permselectivity of monovalent ions improved considerably through 
modification of AEMs with PDA incorporated with TiO2/GO. The normal grade AR204 
selectively removed divalent SO4

2- ions over monovalent Cl- ions, that is, higher RTN 
number relative to modified AR204 membrane under the same current density (Figure 
15). The selectivity of divalent ions decreased with an increase in current density. The 
selective transport of divalent ions was due to: 1) divalent anions SO4

2- facing higher 
electrostatic attraction from the positively charged functional groups at the surface of the 
normal grade AEMs as compared to the monovalent ions Cl- under an electrical field 
[10];  2)  for coated membranes in general, selectivity of monovalent ions increases with 
increasing current density, until it reaches a certain value wherein afterward the RTN 
value remains stable. For example, as the current density increases from 2 mA/cm2 to 4 
mA/cm2, there is a reduction in RTN value by 1.5 times for unmodified AR204 
membrane and approximately 0.5 times reductions in RTN for all the modified AR204 
membranes (PDA, PDA+TiO2 and PDA+GO). As current density increases beyond 4 
mA/cm2, the RTN value remains relatively stable for both modified and unmodified 
AR204 membranes.  

 
All the modified membranes have RTN values less than one, and both PDA+10 wt% GO 
and PDA+10 wt% TiO2 modified membranes have slightly lower monovalent selectivity 
compared to the other modified membranes. The high dosage of nanomaterials led to 
aggregation, and possibly blocked ion-exchange functional groups, thus reduced 
monovalent cation selectivity [24]. Selectivity is also a function of the hydrated radius 
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where it plays a role in molecular sieving effect. As the coating fills the pore spaces on 
membranes, it gets tighter and rejects divalent ions more due to their larger hydrated 
radius, SO4

2- (3.76 Å), as compared to monovalent ions Cl- (3.32 Å) [80]. Besides, PDA 
is negatively charged, with zeta potential at approximately -4.6 mV around neutral pH 
[81]. This negatively charged coating layer provided a greater repulsion force to divalent 
anions than monovalent anions, thus increased the monovalent anion selectivity. 

Figure 15. Permselectivity of SO4/Cl for Raw AR204 and Modified Membranes. (a) Raw, PDA 
and PDA+different dosage of TiO2; (b) Raw, PDA and PDA+different dosage of GO 

3.1.5.3. Energy Consumption 
The energy consumption of the normal grade AR204 and modified membranes 

was evaluated as kWh/kgal, and as kg/m2/kWh (kg of salt removed per membrane area 
m2 per kWh). The AR204 modified with PDA showed the least energy consumption to 
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reach a specific conductivity removal. The comparison in energy consumption is 
analogous to overall salt removal efficiency aforementioned (Figure 16). The normal 
grade membranes exhibited the highest energy consumption compared to all of the 
modified AEMs to achieve a specific conductivity removal, and this reflects or matches 
its higher resistance as measured by the EIS.  

 
The energy consumption in terms of kg salt removed/m2/kWh decreased as 

current density increased and remained nearly constant beyond 3 mA/cm2, signifying that 
as the current density exceeds the threshold value of 3 mA/cm2, the energy efficiency 
declined and most of the applied energy was wasted on water splitting (Figure 17). 
Unmodified AR204 demonstrated the lowest normalized salt removal in comparison with 
all modified membranes. It is analogous to the contact angle measurements, showing both 
pure water flux and hydrophilicity have the same trend for both PDA+TiO2 and 
PDA+GO membranes.  

 

 

 
(b) 
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Figure 16. Energy Consumption Comparison in kWh/ kgal Product Water. (a) Unmodified 
AR204, AR204 coated with PDA and AR204 coated with PDA + different dosage of TiO2; (b) 
Unmodified AR204, AR204 coated with PDA and AR204 coated with PDA+different dosage 
of GO. 

Figure 17. Normalized energy consumption. (a) Unmodified AR204, AR204 coated with PDA 
and AR204 coated with PDA + different dosage of TiO2; (b) Unmodified AR204, AR204 coated 
with PDA and AR204 coated with PDA+different dosage of GO 

(a)
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3.2. Development of Antifouling CEMs 

3.2.1. Ion Exchange Capacity 
Ion exchange capacity (IEC) represents the number of counter-ions in 

equivalents exchanged in unit dry mass of membrane, and thereby quantitatively 
determines the rate of ion flux across the membrane. The results of IEC are 
exhibited in Table 3, showing that unmodified CEM and PEI coated CEM had 
very close IEC values at 2.04 ± 0.16 meq/g and 1.99 ± 0.02 meq/g, respectively. 
TiO2 and GO coated membranes showed lower IEC values at 1.70±0.20 and 
1.62±0.02 meq/g, respectively. This reduced IEC could be explained by increased 
membrane dry weight of coated nanoparticles and reduced accessibility of ion-
exchange functional groups in the membrane matrix [82, 83]. 

Table 3. IEC Results of Selected Membranes 

Membrane Type Ion Exchange Capacity (meq/g) 
Unmodified CR67 2.04 ± 0.16 

PEI 1.99 ± 0.02 
PEI + TiO2 1.70 ± 0.20 
PEI + GO 1.62 ± 0.02 

3.2.2. Hydrophilicity 
Contact angle quantifies membrane hydrophilicity based on the different 

surface energy of different membrane coatings and fouling conditions [64, 84]. 
The results from captive bubble measurement are presented in Figure 18, which 
shows the comparison of contact angles before and after the biofouling 
experiments. Contact angle increased from 35.75°±3.9° to 40.02°±5.04° after 
coating the CEMs with PEI, due to the hydrophobic nature of the branched PEI 
used [27]. Contact angles of PEI coated membranes increased slightly from 
40.02°±5.04° to 40.16°±3.41° after the biofouling experiment. Fouled PEI coated 
membranes showed lower contact angles and lower contact angle increase than 
unmodified membranes, as the branched PEI used in this study has high toxic 
impacts on bacteria cells that inactivated E. Coli and reduced biofouling on the 
CEMs [85]. Decreasing contact angle trends can be found with increased dose of 
TiO2 for both unfouled and fouled membranes, indicating the hydrophilicity 
increased with higher dosage of TiO2. The unfouled and fouled membranes both 
showed lowest contact angles with 7.5 wt% TiO2 at 29.92°±2.42° and 
32.98°±1.74°, respectively, which was determined to be the optimum TiO2 dose 
for subsequent experiments. Contact angles of 10 wt% TiO2 coated membranes 
are higher than that of 7.5 wt%, because a high TiO2 dose forms big clusters by 
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self-assembly on the membrane surface. The uneven surface captures more 
microbes and thus leads to more fouling [86].  

Contact angles of GO coated membranes showed similar trends as TiO2 
coated membranes. Graphene oxide is a strong hydrophilic nanosheet material 
that can impede biofouling as its functional groups would ensure a large negative 
zeta potential [87]. The nanosheet GO also contributes to lower roughness of the 
membrane surfaces [24]. Unfouled GO coated CEMs demonstrated smaller 
contact angles than TiO2 coated CEMs in all conditions. The contact angle of 
fouled membranes had a sharp decrease or “breakthrough”, from 35.93°±2.88° to 
30.26°±1.55° when the GO dose increased from 5 wt% to 7.5 wt%, which 
accordingly was determined as the optimum dose of GO. 

Figure 18. Contact angles of fresh and E. coli fouled. (a) TiO2 modified CEMs and (b) 
GO modified CEMs 

3.2.3. Membrane Resistance Measurements 
The obtained EIS impedance was fitted to the Maxwell-Wagner model 

using Gamry Echem Analyst (version 6.23), which reduces the fitting error 
between modeling results and measured data [88]. By coating a layer of PEI, the 
unfouled membrane resistances increased from 9.87 Ω to 14.4 Ω, while fouled 
membrane resistances were 19.75 Ω and 23.05 Ω, respectively. The resistance 
increases of unmodified and PEI coated membranes were 9.88 Ω and 8.65 Ω, 
respectively, indicating the antifouling properties of PEI reduced the generation of 
biofilm. Unfouled and fouled membrane resistance of TiO2 and GO coated 
membranes are shown in Tables 4 and 5. There are no significant differences 
among unfouled membrane resistances, except for a slight increase of 10 wt% 
TiO2 coated membrane, which potentially is caused by the poor conductivity of 
TiO2 nanoparticle. 
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Table 4. Membrane Resistance of Unfouled and Fouled TiO2 Coated Membranes 

Unit: Ω 3% TiO2 5% TiO2 7.5% TiO2 10% TiO2 
Unfouled 14.29 14.88 14.32 15.63 
Fouled 21.8 20.3 26.5 29.6 
Increase (%) 52.6 36.4 85.1 89.4 

Table 5. Membrane Resistance of Unfouled and Fouled GO Coated Membranes 

Unit: Ω 3% GO 5% GO 7.5% GO 10% GO 
Unfouled 14.22 14.16 14.05 13.87 
Fouled 23.7 23.9 20.25 21.25 
Increase (%) 66.7 68.8 44.1 53.2 

3.2.4. Confocal Laser Scanning Microscope and COMSTAT 
Analysis  

Biomass coverage, or biofilm, on membrane surfaces was used as direct 
evidence of membrane biofouling. The biofilm consists of two types of 
constituents: 1) microbial cells, which in this study are E. coli cells; and 2) 
extracellular polymeric substances (EPS) generated during microorganism growth 
[89]. EPS are mostly composed of polysaccharides and proteins. The formation of 
EPS creates a matrix for bacterial settlement, promotes more cell attachment, and 
may secrete into its growth medium [90-92]. The attachment of E. coli cells and 
coverage of EPS were examined by staining fouled membrane samples with 
different fluorescent dyes and calculating the volume of fluorescence spots per 
membrane area. The results of CLSM and COMSTAT 2 of cell and EPS biomass 
coverage on membrane surfaces are shown in Figures 19 and 20.  

Cell attachment on unmodified membranes and PEI coated membranes 
was very similar at 0.0186 and 0.0180 µm3/µm2. EPS coverage on the two 
membranes, however, differs significantly, with 0.032 µm3/µm2 for unmodified 
membrane and 0.011 µm3/µm2 for PEI coated membrane. Resulting from its 
slightly hydrophobicity and thus increased contact angle of PEI coated membrane 
discussed aforementioned, cell attachment is more likely to happen as E. coli cells 
are also hydrophobic. However, the negative charge of PEI provides a repulsive 
force to E. coli cells that are also negatively charged. The result of these 
contradictory properties of PEI coated membranes is cell attachment that is 
similar to that of unmodified membranes. The significant difference in EPS 
coverage, however, is a result of PEI’s toxicity against microbes. Branched PEI 
used in this study has greater cytotoxicity because of greater internalization into 
cells. The physicochemical properties of amine groups of PEI indicate the 
capacity for DNA condensation and the formation of polyplexes, thus reducing 
the fluorescence from dyed DNA [85]. While similar amounts of E. coli cells 
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attached on membrane surfaces, most of the cells on PEI coated membranes were 
inactivated by the PEI, and thus less EPS was generated during microbial growth. 

Three and five percent TiO2 coated membranes showed similar cell 
coverages (0.0093 µm3/µm2 and 0.0085 µm3/µm2, respectively) that were 
approximately 50% lower than PEI only coated membranes (0.018 µm3/µm2). 
This improvement is achieved by the anti-microbial properties of TiO2 [22]. 
Moreover, TiO2 nanoparticles mitigates cell attachment by increasing the 
hydrophilicity on membrane surfaces [93]. Researchers have also implied that 
TiO2 itself, without ultraviolet (UV) light, causes minute photocatalysis on E. 
coli, which also increases the membrane’s anti-biofouling properties [22]. TiO2 
dosage of 7.5 wt% showed the lowest cell attachment and EPS coverage, as well 
as the lowest standard deviation, which indicates a more even coating of TiO2 
nanoparticles. At 10 wt% TiO2 dosage, however, the cell attachment 
approximately doubled over that of 7.5 wt% TiO2 dosage, and EPS coverage 
increased nearly four times. This inverse trend is very likely caused by the 
aggregation of TiO2 nanoparticles on the membrane surface due to high dosage. 
Uncovered membrane surface led to an unprotected membrane surface and an 
uneven coating layer led to higher surface roughness, both of which promote 
cellular attachment and EPS coverage [86]. Thus, the optimal dosage of TiO2 
coating is determined to be 7.5 wt%, the same as given by the contact angle 
measurement. 

GO is considered a promising material for surface modification of 
membranes regarding its physical and chemical properties [54]. The cell 
attachment trend of GO coated membrane is very similar to the trend of bio-
fouled GO coated membrane contact angles; 3 wt% and 5 wt% dosage of GO 
reduced cell attachment by approximately 30 wt% more than PEI coated 
membranes, while breakthrough occurred at 7.5 wt% GO dosage. Cell attachment   
on 7.5 wt% GO coated membrane is 0.000774 µm3/µm2, reduced by almost 96% 
compared with unmodified membranes. The antifouling properties of GO, such as 
its high hydrophilicity and negative charge density, mitigates cell attachment [54, 
94]. At GO dosage of 10 wt%, cell attachment and EPS coverage increased 
compared with 7.5 wt% GO dosage, but it was still much lower than for other 
coating conditions. Thus, the optimal GO dosage was determined to be 7.5 wt%. 
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Figure 19. Biomass coverage comparison of TiO2 coated membranes. (a) E. coli 
cells, (b) EPS. 

Figure 20. Biomass coverage comparison of GO coated membranes. (a) E. coli cells, 
(b) EPS.

3.2.5. Overall Desalination Efficiency 
Overall desalination performance and energy consumption were studied 

for unmodified membranes, PEI coated membranes, and TiO2/GO coated 
membranes at the optimal dosage determined by contact angle tests and anti-
biofouling experiments. The experiments were conducted at 2 mA/cm2 current 
density to ensure all experiments are below limiting current density. 

All membranes reached stable conductivity removal through a 48-hour 
duration experiment, as shown in Figure 21. PEI and GO coated membranes 
showed similar conductivity removal at approximately 9% to 9.5%, while 
unmodified membranes and TiO2 coated membranes showed lower conductivity 
removal at 6%. This difference of conductivity removal is considered minor, but 
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one possible reason for it would be the formation of a bipolar membrane as the 
positively charged PEI layer combined with the negatively charged CEM [95].  

Figure 21. Conductivity removal comparison among different membrane coatings. 

Energy consumption comparisons among different membranes is shown in 
Figure 22. Unmodified membranes showed the lowest energy consumption in 
kilowatts per thousand gallons of product water, while all other coated 
membranes had higher energy consumption due to the coated layer of PEI, which 
is a poor electric conductor. TiO2 coated membranes showed the highest energy 
consumption, indicating the highest electric resistance of the modified membranes 
given by the poor conductivity of TiO2 nanoparticles [96]. GO, as a good electric 
conductor, reduced the overall electric resistance of the coating layer, and thus 
reduced the energy consumption [97]. 

Figure 22. Energy consumption comparison among different membrane coatings. 
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Normalized salt removal allows the comparison of membrane performance 
under different operating conditions; thus, the only variable is different membrane 
coatings. As shown in Figure 23, unmodified membranes and PEI coated 
membranes reached very similar normalized salt removal at approximately 550 
kg/kWh-m2 after 20-hour operation to reach equilibrium. GO coated membrane 
showed the highest normalized removal at approximately 620 kg/kWh-m2, 45% 
higher than unmodified/PEI coated membranes, because of its low electric 
resistance and good conductivity removal. As coated on CEMs with negatively 
charged functional groups on membrane surfaces, GO promotes the transport of 
cations by increasing the attraction force due to its negative surface charges [98, 
99]. Membranes coated with TiO2 showed the lowest normalized salt removal at 
approximately 300 kg/kWh.m2, 30% lower than that of unmodified membranes. 
The pH values of the diluate stream of all energy consumption experiments were 
equal or below 6, at which TiO2 was reported to have positive surface charges, 
resulting in a stronger positively charged coating layer with PEI [100-103]. This 
stronger positive charge provides a higher repulsion force to cations, making it 
more difficult for them to transport through CEMs, thus resulting in low energy 
efficiency. 

Figure 23. Normalized salt removal comparison among different membrane 
coatings. 

3.3. Investigation of Organic-Induced Fouling Using 
Modified and Unmodified Membranes 

Natural organic matter with large molecular weight fouls IEMs by 
accumulation, adsorption, and precipitation on membrane surfaces, and also 
considerably increases the electric resistance of IEMs due to the slow ion 
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pressure in ED chambers by blocking flow channels, thereby increasing energy 
consumption to pump water through ED stacks. The fouling layer, which is rich in 
organic matter, provides nutrients for microbial growth and leads to consequent 
biofouling [18]. Among the variety of organic matter, humic acid (HA) and 
bovine serum albumin (BSA) are two model foulants, used because of their wide 
occurrence in natural and effluent water systems, and also because of their 
relatively high chemical stability. 

Many efforts have been made to investigate membrane organic fouling 
and fouling control, especially for anion exchange membranes (AEMs), as AEMs 
are positively charged and easily attract negatively charged organic matters [10, 
29, 54, 105, 106]. In contrast, only a few studies have focused on organic fouling 
of cation exchange membranes (CEMs). Organic matter transport and deposition 
onto CEM surfaces, under electric potential during the ED process, shows the 
potential of forming fouling layers. Moreover, little attention has been paid to the 
fouling potential change that occurs after membrane modification. Studies have 
shown the strong binding effect of PEI and HA under a wide range of pH, which 
may negatively affect the antifouling properties of the modified membranes [107]. 
The interaction between PEI and BSA was also studied to understand the 
mechanisms of reaction and adsorption [37, 108]. GO has been widely adopted in 
the biomedical field and was reported to have an influence on BSA diffusion and 
conformational dynamics [109, 110]. Many researchers have focused on 
modifying membranes with hydrophilic GO nanosheets to increase HA rejection 
and antifouling potential against HA [111, 112]. Anti-organic fouling mechanisms 
and properties of TiO2 were also extensively discussed in many studies [109, 113-
115]. Two synthetic organic foulants, humic acid (HA, technical grade, Sigma 
Aldrich) and bovine serum albumin (BSA, lyophilized powder, ≥ 96%, Sigma 
Aldrich), were chosen as representatives of natural organic matter. Humic acid is 
the major component of humic substances, which are the major organic 
components of soil, peat, and coal [116]. BSA is a monomeric protein derived 
from cows and is widely used for its stability and moderately non-reactive 
properties. Each of the foulants were added separately at 10 mg/L of equivalent 
total organic carbon (TOC) in the feed solution, adjusted to neutral pH. 

Fluorescence excitation emission spectrum was employed to analyze 
quantitatively organic fouling on membrane surfaces. Scanning electron 
microscopy was adopted to visualize the fouled membrane surfaces. Desalination 
performance of membranes was evaluated by normalized salt removal of bench-
scale ED testing. 

3.3.1. Hydrophilicity 
Membrane hydrophilicity was evaluated through contact angle 

measurements, as shown in Figure 24. PEI coated membranes in the control set 
had approximately 6° higher contact angle than unmodified membranes, due to 
the hydrophobic property of PEI [27]. TiO2 and GO coated membranes showed 
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lower contact angles, or higher hydrophilicity, than unmodified membranes, as 
also demonstrated in the previous Biofouling section. The main contribution of 
this increased hydrophilicity comes from the hydrophilic nature of TiO2 and GO 
nanoparticles [42, 87].  

With HA added to the feed solution as organic foulant, the contact angle 
of unmodified membranes increased from 34.89±2.75 in the control experiment to 
40.27±4.71, indicating the formation of HA organic fouling on membrane surface 
[117]. The contact angles of TiO2 and GO coated membranes remained similar to 
the control set, but with higher standard deviation caused by uneven fouling 
layers. Compared with unmodified membranes, the TiO2 and GO membranes 
showed a 9° lower contact angle, indicating the improved antifouling potential 
against HA. The contact angles of BSA fouled membranes are very similar to 
each other and to the control experiment, except for the PEI coated membranes 
that have lower contact angles. TiO2 and GO coated membranes showed slightly 
increased contact angles. 
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Figure 24. Comparison of contact angles among different membrane coatings fouled 
by (a) control set, (b) HA, and (c) BSA. 

3.3.2. Membrane Imaging 
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was performed to visualize the 

membrane surfaces and foulants. As dry samples were required, all membranes 
were air-dried prior to SEM analysis. Cracks occurred on membrane surfaces due 
to dryness of IEMs. Clustered HA fouling was observed on unmodified CEM, 
while more even and spread HA fouling was observed on modified membranes, 
especially on PEI coated CEM surfaces (Figure 25). This agrees with the FEEM 
analysis, as HA binds with amino groups on the PEI coating layers and forms an 
even fouling layer. BSA fouling was found often on unmodified CEM, while PEI 
and TiO2 coated membranes were much cleaner. Clustered BSA fouling was 
observed on GO coated membrane. 
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TiO2 coated membrane 

GO coated membrane 

Figure 25. SEM Images of Organic Fouled Cation Exchange Membranes. 

3.3.3. FEEM 
The zoning boundaries for this study are based on the actual FEEM plot 

peak locations of the foulant chemicals used. Foulant chemicals were analyzed 
using the same TOC concentration as added to the experiment feed water at 100 
mg/L equivalent TOC. Figure 26 illustrates the measured FEEM peak locations of 
BSA and HA. Based on literature reports on dominant FEEM peak locations and 
the actual measurement results, the FRI zoning boundary is defined as: Zones I 
and II correspond to aromatic proteins, such as tryptophan and tyrosine, including 
BSA in this case; Zone III corresponds to humic acid-like compounds; and Zone 
IV corresponds to soluble microbial-like proteins [75, 118, 119]. Visualized FRI 
boundaries are shown in Figure 27. FEEM plots of all membrane extraction 
solutions showed peaks in Zone IV, which corresponds to the organic matter 
leached from membranes. Figure 28 shows the FEEM result of PEI solution at 
500 mg/L, adjusted to neutral pH. No obvious peaks were observed that overlap 
the peaks in the FRI zoning method. Furthermore, the possible existence of PEI in 
the extracted solutions would come from the leaching of coated membranes under 
ultrasonication, which is considered very minor compared with other organic 
matter. 
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Figure 26. FEEM plot of (a) BSA solution and (b) HA solution at 100 mg/L equivalent 
TOC 

Figure 27. Illustration of FRI Zoning for a FEEM Contour Plot 
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Figure 28. FEEM Plot of 500 mg/L PEI Solution 

The FEEM spectra provides a qualitative assessment of organic matter 
adhesion on membrane surfaces, as shown in Figure 29. Higher peak values and 
greater base areas can be found in Zone III in Figure 29 middle column, of which 
HA was added in feed solutions as the foulant. The peak locations and shapes in 
these graphs accurately overlap with the HA peak measured in Figure 26. PEI 
coated CEM showed a significantly higher peak values with greater base areas, 
while TiO2 coated CEM showed lower peaks compared with unmodified 
membranes. There are no obvious differences of BSA peaks and base areas when 
comparing blank sets with BSA fouled membranes. One reason could be the 
overlapping of BSA peaks with the organic matter leached from membrane resin. 
PEI and TiO2 coated membranes showed lower peak values of BSA 
concentration, while GO-coated membranes showed slightly higher values. 

The organic matter composition was further evaluated by comparing the 
FRI volumes in each zone, as shown in Figure 30. All FRI volumes were 
normalized to 100 mg/L TOC of extracted solution. HA extracted from 
unmodified CEM was 11.53 AU-nm2/ [100 mg/L TOC], while PEI coated CEM 
had a much higher HA attachment of 34.73 AU-nm2/ [100 mg/L TOC]. The 
presence of amine groups in the PEI layer provided strong mechanical strength 
between HA and the modified membrane surfaces, thereby increasing the HA 
attachment on the membrane surfaces. Humic acids were reported to undergo 
covalent binding with amine groups through nucleophilic addition reactions of 
quinone groups and carbonyl groups with amine groups [107, 120, 121]. This 
bonding was affected by the electrostatic interaction, while the strength was 
highest at pH 5, and decreased with higher pH [107]. Providing the consistent 
diluate stream with pH at 6 in the fouling experiments, it explains the higher HA 
attachment of all modified membranes than to unmodified membranes. However, 
the nano-material added with PEI coatings reduced HA deposition on membrane 
surfaces by 64% and 27% of TiO2 and GO, respectively, of which the TiO2 
coating achieved nearly the same HA attachment as the unmodified membranes, 
indicating that nanomaterial coatings mitigated the negative effect of the 
increased HA fouling potential of PEI, while at the same time it increased 
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membrane hydrophilicity; and the GO coating achieved even higher energy 
efficiency. 

The amounts of HA and BSA deposition on membrane surfaces were 
similar in terms of FRI volumes. Unlike the antifouling potential against HA, all 
coated membranes showed higher resistance to BSA. PEI, TiO2, and GO coatings 
reduced BSA attachment to the membrane surfaces by 73%, 45%, and 27% 
compared with the unmodified membranes, respectively. The higher BSA 
attachment of nanomaterial coated membranes was caused by their higher 
hydrophilicity. BSA was reported to be hydrophilic in its native state, with surface 
tension 70.0 erg/cm2 [122, 123]. With hydrophobic surfaces, BSA interacts 
through its CH3 groups, whereas with hydrophilic groups, polar-COOH groups 
play a more important role. This phenomena leads to higher BSA surface 
coverage and stronger adsorption and interaction between BSA and hydrophilic 
surfaces [124]. The higher BSA attachment on GO coated membranes than TiO2 
coated membranes also agrees with the more hydrophilic membrane surface of the 
GO coating. 

The percent fluorescence responses of BSA had the same trend with FRI 
volumes for each membrane coatings, showing that the BSA deposition on the 
PEI-coated membrane surfaces was 14%, approximately 46% less than for other 
coatings. The percent fluorescence responses of HA, however, are similar for all 
membrane types at approximately 50% (Figure 31). Considering the significant 
high HA deposition on the PEI-coated membranes, this indicates that the total 
amount of organic matter deposition on PEI coated membranes is much higher 
than for other membranes, as both more hydrophobic surface and positively 
charged polymer layers promote organic membrane adhesion. 

Moreover, PEI coated membranes showed 14.3% to 59.1% lower FRI 
volume in Zone IV than uncoated membranes under all fouling conditions, 
indicating that PEI inhibited the leaching of ion-exchange resin from the 
membrane structure, thereby increasing the chemical stability of ion-exchange 
membranes against strong base. No peaks of PEI were observed in all FEEM 
images, indicating extreme low PEI concentrations in extracted solutions from 
membranes, which further revealed the strong chemical stability of PEI against a 
strong base. 
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No added foulant With HA With BSA 
        Uncoated CEMs 

PEI coated CEMs 

PEI + 7.5% TiO2 coated CEMs 

PEI + 7.5% GO coated CEMs 

Figure 29. FEEM Results of CEMs with Different Coatings and Foulants 
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Figure 30. FRI Volume Comparison of HA and BSA Accumulation on Different Types 
of Cation Exchange Membranes. 
(Note: unit of FRI volume is AU - nm2 / [100 mg/L TOC]). 

Figure 31. FRI Volume Percentage of BSA and HA for Different Types of Cation 
Exchange Membranes 
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3.3.4. Overall Desalination Performance and Energy 
Consumption 

Overall desalination performance and energy consumption were compared 
among unmodified membranes, PEI coated membranes, and TiO2/GO coated 
membranes at the optimal dosage determined by previous sections. 

All membranes showed consistent conductivity removal through the 48-
hour experiment, as shown in Figure 32. The difference of conductivity removal 
among different types of membranes in the control set is considered very small. 
Unmodified membrane and TiO2 coated membranes had around 6% conductivity 
removal, while PEI and GO coated membranes showed 9% to 9.5% removal. 
With HA added as organic foulant, GO coated membranes showed higher 
conductivity removal at approximately 14% after three-hour equilibrium. Other 
membranes had similar conductivity removal compared with the control set. With 
BSA added as foulant, conductivity removal of unmodified membranes reduced 
to approximately 5%, while TiO2 and GO coated membranes showed similar 
conductivity removal as the HA set. PEI coated membranes, however, exhibited a 
slight decrease from 8% to 3% conductivity removal after 15 hours of operation. 

The results of normalized salt removal comparison are shown in Figure 
33. Concentrations of feed, diluate, and concentrate were converted from real-
time conductivity measurement by a conversion factor of 0.67. All membrane
types showed stable normalized salt removal during the experiment without added
foulant (control set). Unmodified membranes and PEI coated membranes showed
similar normalized salt removal at approximately 520 kg/kWh/m2. TiO2 coated
membranes showed relatively lower but consistent normalized salt removal at
approximately 300 kg/kWh/m2. GO coated membranes showed the highest
normalized salt removal, with the average value close to 650 kg/kWh/m2.

The normalized salt removal had the same trend with humic acid added in 
the feed solution. Unmodified membranes and PEI/PDA coated membranes 
maintained similar normalized salt removal compared with the control set and 
remained consistent during the experiment period. Normalized salt removal of 
TiO2 coated membranes was consistent in the first 15 hours of the experiment, 
then reduced approximately 20% to 350 kg/kWh/m2 after circulation for 40 hours. 
Considering the stable conductivity removal of TiO2 coated membranes, the 
increased normalized salt removal is due to the increased energy consumption, 
which is potentially caused by organic fouling of humic acid on membrane 
surfaces. GO coated membranes revealed the same pattern as the control set, but 
with higher normalized salt removal, that increased from approximately 750 
kg/kWh/m2 to 850 kg/kWh/m2 during the experiment. With negative charge, GO 
provides an attraction force to cations that promotes cation transport toward and 
through CEM. In addition, GO is a good electric conductor that reduces the 
overall electrical resistance of modified membrane, thus improved energy 
efficiency. 
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With BSA added in the feed solution, the normalized salt removal of 
unmodified membranes was reduced by 20%, to approximately 400 kg/kWh/m2. 
PEI coated membranes started with similar normalized salt removal as the control 
set in the first 15 hours of circulation, then reduced by 80% to approximately 120 
kg/kWh/m2 and stabilized after 30 hours of circulation. This significant decrease 
of normalized salt removal is consistent with the trend of conductivity removal, 
potentially caused by organic fouling of BSA on the membrane surfaces. TiO2 
coated membranes showed similar normalized salt removal as the humic acid 
experiment at approximately 500 kg/kWh/m2 in the first 37 hours, followed by a 
reduction to 400 kg/kWh/m2. GO coated membranes started with similar 
normalized salt removal as the control experiment, and then increased from 600 
kg/kWh/m2 to 800 kg/kWh/m2 after 25 hours of circulation. 
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Figure 32. Conductivity removal comparison of different membranes. (a) control set; 
(b) with HA added; and (c) with BSA added.
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Figure 33. Normalized salt removal comparison between different membrane 
coatings with (a) no added foulant; (b) humic acid; and (c) BSA 
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4. Conclusions
The study aims to develop antifouling, anti-adhesive, permselective, and 

energy efficient ion-exchange membranes to improve electrodialysis performance, 
in order to contribute to expanding traditional water resources and the treatment 
of alternative waters.  

For AEM, the study demonstrated that modifying AEMs with PDA+TiO2 
and GO significantly improved membranes biofouling resistance, while PDA+10 
wt% TiO2 and PDA+7.5 wt% GO exhibited higher tolerance against E. coli 
biofouling. PDA modified AR204 attained higher hydrophilicity, IEC, salt 
removal, and reduced energy consumption. At the same current density, AR204 
coated with PDA showed higher overall desalting efficiency compared to the 
unmodified AR204, that is, for the same conductivity reduction, the coated 
membranes consumed less energy as compared to the pristine membranes. 
Coating a thin layer of PDA incorporated with GO or TiO2 improved the Cl-

selectivity in terms of the relative transport number by selectively transporting Cl- 
and hindering the transport of SO4

2- ions. This is due to the electrostatic repulsive 
force exerted by the PDA coating and the improved sieving effect resulting from 
the compact cross-linked coating layer. PDA coating reduced the electrical 
resistance of the membranes as measured by the EIS analysis.  

For CEM, membrane surface modification using PEI and nanoparticles 
TiO2 and GO was conducted for cation exchange membrane CR67. The 
antifouling potential of membranes was evaluated by comparing biomass 
accumulation of cells and EPS, separately. The hydrophilicity of both unfouled 
and fouled membranes was measured through contact angle measurement. The 
optimal nanoparticle dosages were determined to be 7.5 wt% TiO2 and 7.5 wt% 
GO. Cation exchange membranes modified under the optimal GO dosage 
exhibited high normalized salt removal efficiency Minor changes in ion-exchange 
capacity and membrane resistance were found among different coating materials 
and dosages. Thus, the surface modification with PEI and nanoparticles was 
effective in improving membrane anti-biofouling properties. During anti-organic 
fouling experiments, GO coating increased the energy efficiency of ED under all 
experimental conditions, while TiO2 coated CEM showed equal or slightly lower 
energy efficiency. Energy efficiency of PEI coated membranes was consistent 
even with relatively severe HA fouling but showed a significant decrease with 
BSA fouling. The antifouling potential against HA and BSA was quantitatively 
evaluated by foulant accumulation on the membrane surface through fluorescence 
spectroscopy. Visualization of the fouled membrane surface obtained by SEM 
further confirmed that 1) PEI coating attracted more HA on the membrane surface 
by the binding of functional groups; 2) polymer and nanomaterials inhibited BSA 
fouling by increasing the hydrophilicity of the membrane surface. 
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Metric Conversions 

Unit Metric equivalent 
1 gallon 3.785 liters 

1 gallon per minute 3.785 liters per minute 

1 gallon per square foot of membrane area 
per day 

40.74 liters per square meter per day 

1 inch 2.54 centimeters 

1 million gallons per day 3,785 cubic meters per day 

1 pound per square inch 6.895 kilopascals 

1 square foot 0.093 square meters 

°F (temperature measurement) (°F–32) × 0.556 = °C 

1 °F (temperature change or difference) 0.556 °C 

1 psi 6.9848 kPa 

1 lb 453.6 gram 
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